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Measurement of the two-photon spectral distribution from decay of the 1s2s 1S0 level
in heliumlike nickel
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A measurement of the shape of the spectral distribution of two-photon decay of the 1s2s 1S0 level in
heliumlike nickel is described. Uncertainties in detector efficiencies which had limited the precision of earlier
measurements were eliminated by comparing the continuum emission from two-photon decays of H-like and
He-like nickel. Our results are in agreement with the nonrelativistic calculation of Drake and the fully relativ-
istic calculation of Derevianko and Johnson and suggest a method for testing relativistic atomic many-body
theory in strong fields.@S1050-2947~99!05501-8#

PACS number~s!: 32.70.Fw, 31.30.Jv, 31.10.1z, 32.30.Rj
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I. INTRODUCTION

Two-photon decay is a second-order process in which
initial and final states of a decaying system are coupled
interactions with a complete set of intermediate states.
important example is the decay of the 1s2s 1S0 level of he-
lium and heliumlike ions~see Fig. 1!. Due to the angular
momentum selection rule~and in the absence of hyperfin
effects @1#! this state is forbidden to decay to the 1s2 1S0
ground state by the emission of a single photon and s
decays by the simultaneous emission of two photons. A c
acteristic feature of this process is that the spectral distr
tion of the emitted photons is a broad continuum wh
peaks at half the transition energy. The differential transit
probability has the form

dw2g

dv1
5

v1v2

~2p!2c2
uM2gu2dV1dV2 , ~1!

wherev j is the energy anddV j is the solid angle for thej th
photon. The transition energyv0 satisfies energy conserva
tion v05v11v2 . The second-order matrix elementM2g for
two-photon decay of the He-like 21S0 state, after summation
over magnetic quantum numbers, is given by

M2g5«̂1•«̂2(
n

S ^1 1S0iRE1~v2!in&^niRE1~v1!i2 1S0&

En2E21S0
1v1

1
^1 1S0iRE1~v1!in&^niRE1~v2!i2 1S0&

En2E21S0
1v2

D , ~2!

where «̂j is the polarization vector for thej th photon and
RE1(v j ) is the electric dipole operator.

We are making a detailed study of two-photon decay
highly charged heliumlike ions in order to test relativis
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atomic many-body theories. These theories underpin our
derstanding of the atomic structure of few-electron hea
ions, the inner shells of heavy neutral atoms, and molec
containing these atoms. Heliumlike ions with moderate
high nuclear chargeZ are the simplest systems in which bo
relativity and interelectron interactions are important. In
tempting to understand these systems, one already enc
ters some nontrivial theoretical issues. For high-Z ions the
relativistic expansion parameteraZ approaches one and rela
tivistic effects must be treated exactly. Also, in a fully rel
tivistic treatment including electron-electron interactions,
genvalues have no lower bound due to the negative-en
states@2# and this necessitates using the no-virtual-pair
proximation@3# in which the negative-energy states are l
out of the calculation in lowest order. Of course, one m
include the effects of the negative-energy states in hig
order and their role in atomic structure is a topic of curre

ic FIG. 1. Low-lying energy levels of He-like nickel showing de
cay modes and lifetimes.
245 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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246 PRA 59H. W. SCHÄFFERet al.
interest@4,5#. Two-photon decay provides a unique way
study relativistic many-body theory because the requirem
for summing over virtual intermediate states means the en
structure of the atom must be understood. Also, two-pho
decay is particularly sensitive to the negative-energy st
which appear explicitly in the sum over intermediate staten
in Eq. ~2!.

In the past, studies of two-photon decay have conc
trated on measurements of the lifetimes of two-photon em
ting states@6#. Lifetimes of heliumlike two-photon emitter
with nuclear charge~Z! ranging fromZ52 to Z541 have
been measured@7,8# with precisions as good as 1%. Goo
agreement with existing calculations has been found. Th
measurements become difficult at highZ, however, because
the lifetime of the 1s2s 1S0 state becomes too short to me
sure accurately with existing techniques. In order to s
mount this problem, we have undertaken a study of the sp
tral distributions of the continua from two-photon deca
Apart from the trivial factorv1v2 @see Eq.~1!#, measure-
ment of the spectral distribution determines the energy
pendence of the square of the second-order matrix elem
M2g given by Eq.~2!. The advantage is that these measu
ments can be made for any He-like ion, and they prov
information far beyond what can be learned from lifetim
measurements which determine the transition probabili
summed over the spectral distributions.

In the nonrelativistic theory, the shape of the spectral d
tribution for two-photon decay of the 22S1/2 level in one-
electron ions is independent ofZ @9,10#, but in a fully rela-
tivistic treatment the distribution becomes narrower asZ
increases@11–13#. By contrast, in He-like ions, the nonrela
tivistic calculations predict an increase in the width of t
distribution asZ is increased@14,15# as indicated by the
dashed curve in Fig. 2. The recent fully relativistic calcu
tion of the two-photon decay rate for the 21S0 level in heli-
umlike ions by Derevianko and Johnson@16# shows a more
complicated dependence~solid line in Fig. 2!. At low Z the
width follows that of the nonrelativistic calculation, increa
ing with Z, whereas at highZ the distribution narrows. In
order to test these predictions, we are pursuing a prog

FIG. 2. Full width at half maximum~expressed as a fraction o
the transition energy! of the continuum distribution for two-photon
decay of He-like ions as a function ofZ. The dotted curve is the
nonrelativistic theory of Drake@14,15#, while the solid curve is the
fully relativistic calculation of Derevianko and Johnson@16#.
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which includes a precision measurement of the continu
spectrum at intermediateZ, near the maximum width, and
another measurement at highZ where a significant narrowing
is expected. In this paper we report the results of an exp
ment utilizing heliumlike nickel (Z528) which accom-
plishes the first part of this program. The second part w
involve measuring the spectral distribution from decay of
2 1S0 state in heliumlike gold (Z579) being done@17,18# at
the heavy ion synchrotron in Darmstadt, Germany.

II. BACKGROUND

In the late 1960s Elton, Palumbo, and Griem@19# studied
the continuum emission from He-like Ne in a plasma d
charge, using a grazing incidence spectrometer, and ma
rough verification of the spectral distribution of two-photo
decay. In other early work, Artura, Tolk, and Novick@20#
used broadband filters to study the continuum emission fr
the decay of the 22S1/2 level in a beam of singly ionized
helium, and O’Connellet al. @21# made similar measure
ments using hydrogen. Also, Schmieder and Marrus@22# ob-
served the continuum radiation from the two-photon dec
of metastable states in H-like and He-like argon using bea
foil spectroscopy and solid state Si~Li ! detectors.

We recently completed a detailed study of the continu
shape for two-photon decay in He-like krypton@23#. This
experiment involved observing coincidences between p
of Si~Li ! detectors whose efficiencies as a function of pho
energy had been measured over a broad range~1–15 keV!.
The comparison between theory and experiment was d
with the aid of a Monte Carlo simulation. Although the r
sults were in agreement with the nonrelativistic calculatio
of Drake, the errors in the simulation due to uncertainties
detector efficiencies were on the order of the difference
the theoretical shapes between helium (Z52) and He-like
Kr (Z536) and this measurement was not of sufficient p
cision to provide the needed determination of the spec
shape for intermediate-Z ions. Because it appeared difficu
to significantly improve our determination of the efficienc
of the Si~Li ! detectors particularly in the region below 3 keV
a new experimental approach was needed.

In the present experiment we were able to overcome
former limitations by measuring two-photon decay in bo
hydrogenlike and heliumlike nickel in the same experime
switching between the two ions several times during
measurement. Since the continuum shape in the two-ph
decay of the2S1/2 level in H-like Ni is known precisely, this
served as a calibration of the spectral efficiency of the de
tion system.

III. EXPERIMENT

A detailed description of the experimental apparatus u
in this experiment is given in Ref.@23# so only a brief dis-
cussion will be given here. A beam of 11.7-MeV/u58Ni ions
from the Argonne Tandem Linear Accelerator Syste
~ATLAS! was stripped in a 200-mg/cm2 C foil and alter-
nately the 261 and 281 charge states were directed to o
target chamber by a bending magnet. That foil was locate
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PRA 59 247MEASUREMENT OF THE TWO-PHOTON . . .
a beam focus midway between the end of ATLAS and
bending magnet. This arrangement minimized the degra
tion of the beam emittance caused by straggling in the foi
time-of-flight beam energy measuring system, also locate
this region, determined the beam velocity to better than 1
This information was needed for Monte Carlo simulations
the experiment. A 2-mm-diam removable aperture loca
just upstream of the target chamber was used during b
focusing and about 80% of the beam could be transmi
through this aperture at best focus. The aperture was
moved during data taking but it was periodically reinser
to check the position and focus of the beam which w
found to be stable on the time scale of about a day. T
aperture also allowed us to precisely reproduce the b
conditions after changing the charge state.

In the target chamber, the beam was excited in a thi
foil ~10 mg/cm2) and x rays from the decay of the excite
states were studied using an array of three Si~Li ! detectors
which measured x rays emitted perpendicular to the beam
molybdenum shield was used to block the intense x r
from short-lived states formed at the foil. A typical spectru
recorded with one of the Si~Li ! detectors for Ni261 incident
on target is given in Fig. 3. The peak just below 8 keV is
blend of lines from decays of the 23S1 and 23P2 levels in
He-like nickel. The asymmetric line shape arises from
interplay between the spread in Doppler shifts due to
finite observation angle and the lifetimes of the states~see
Fig. 1!. First consider the inset to Fig. 3 which was tak
with the foil moved upstream from the normal position
that the shorter-lived 23P2 state has decayed away befo
the ions reach the field of view of the detectors. In this ca
only the long-lived 23S1 state~decay length;11 cm! con-
tributes and there is considerable broadening due to the
tended source length. With the foil in the normal positio
there is an additional contribution from the 23P2 state which
is narrower due to the smaller source size~decay length
;3.4 mm! and shifted to higher energy because the sourc
located upstream from the center of the detector field
view. The line shapes for both the upstream and normal

FIG. 3. Singles spectrum from detectorA with Ni261 incident on
a 10mg/cm2 carbon target. The detector was shielded from a dir
view of the foil. The inset shows a spectrum taken with the f
moved upstream so that the flight time to the detectors was 570
e
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sition have been precisely modeled by a Monte Carlo sim
lation of the experiment.

At the low-energy end of the spectrum, contributio
from decays inton52 from higher-lying levels of He-like,
Li-like, or lower charge state ions appear together with a l
arising from fluorescence of the target shield and dete
masks which are made of molybdenum. Two-photon de
contributes to the continuum in the center of the plot. Due
the line structures, and because there are other contribu
to the continuum region, it is not possible to determine
shape of the continuum from the singles spectrum and
must rely on coincidence techniques to unambiguously id
tify the two-photon decays.

Figure 4 shows the matrix of coincidence events a
function of the energiesEA and EB recorded in detectorA
and detectorB with Ni281 incident on target. The event
corresponding to two-photon decay of H-like nickel appe
as a diagonal ridge at a constant sum energy. The four~cor-
ner! peaks are due to coincidences between single-pho
lines. These can be accidental coincidences or true coi
dences arising from cascades. The ridges parallel to the
are coincidences between single-photon lines and the
tinuum. Some of these are true coincidences from casc
feeding of the 21S0 level. Although the diagonal ridge pro
vides a unique signature for the two-photon decays, amb
ities appear in regions where the diagonal ridge overlaps
other ridges. In order to study these regions of the plot, i
useful to consider a different view of the same data shown
Fig. 5 which is a matrix of coincidence events as a funct
of the sum energy and the energyEA deposited in detectorA.
In this picture the two-photon events all lie along a ridge
constant sum energy. The unwanted events can be elimin
by studying projections from this matrix onto the sum
energy axis. Examples of such projections are shown in F
6 and 7. Notice that the sum-energy lines maintain a fix
position while unwanted events appear as a background
der the peak or as peaks which move to the right as
energy EA increases. In either case the true two-phot
events corresponding to a givenEA can be picked out by a
peak fitting procedure.

An important requirement in this experiment was the ab
ity to separate the He-like two-photon decays from t
H-like two-photon decays. This was accomplished by fitti
the sum-energy spectra to two peaks separated by the 30

t
l
s.

FIG. 4. Coincidence intensity as a function of the energiesEA

andEB deposited in detectorsA andB with Ni281 incident on tar-
get.
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248 PRA 59H. W. SCHÄFFERet al.
energy difference between the transition energies in H-
and He-like nickel. This fitting required some care since
full width at half maximum~FWHM! of the ~Doppler broad-
ened! sum-energy lines was about 600 eV. In order to gai
detailed understanding of the shapes of the sum-energy l
we first determined the resolutions of the Si~Li ! detectors as
a function of energy using radioactive sources. These d
were put into the Monte Carlo simulation@23# of our experi-
ment together with information on the geometry and e
ciencies of the detectors, the ion beam velocity and spa
distribution, and the lifetimes and transition energies of
states involved. The simulation program was checked
comparing the data with the predictions for the line shape
the single-photon lines and excellent agreement was
tained. The simulation provided us with digital represen
tions of the exact line shapes which were used in a multip
linear-regression routine to determine the composition of
sum-energy lines. The results of the fitting procedure in
cated that with Ni261 on target, the two-photon decays we
mostly from decay of the 1s2s 1S0 state of heliumlike nickel
with (362%) from the H-like 22S1/2 level. With Ni281 on

FIG. 5. Detector-A–detector-B coincidence intensity as a func
tion of the sum energy and the energy in detectorA (EA) for the
same data sample shown in Fig. 4.

FIG. 6. Data taken with Ni281 ions incident on a 10mg/cm2

carbon target. Sum-energy spectra for detector-A–detector-B coin-
cidences with a condition thatEA lies within a 200-eV window
centered at~a! 0.9 keV, ~b! 1.5 keV, ~c! 2.1 keV, ~d! 2.7 keV, ~e!
3.3 keV, and~f! 3.9 keV.
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target most of the two-photon decays were from the H-l
2 2S1/2 level, but there was a (262%) contamination from
the He-like 21S0 state.

Other two-photon emitters that could contribute to o
data include the 23S1 and 23P0 levels in He-like ions. Two-
photon decay of the 23S1 level has a spectral distributio
that is markedly different than that for the 21S0 level. It is
zero at the midpoint of the distribution and peaks near eit
end point@16,24–27#. This state will not contribute signifi-
cantly to our results for two reasons. First, the state dec
mostly to the ground state via anM1 transition and has only
a 0.046% branch for two-photon decay@16#. Second, be-
cause of the much longer lifetime of the 23S1 state~2.3 ns!
@16# compared to that of the 21S0 level ~154 ps! @28#, most
of the decays occur out of view of the detector. The 23P0
level is even less likely to contribute to our results since
decays predominantly to the 23S1 state with only a 0.001%
branch to decay via two-photon decay@29#. It also has a long
lifetime ~2.5 ns! and so it also has only a small probability
decay within view of the detectors.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The procedure for extracting the two-photon spectral d
tribution from the coincidence data was similar to that us
in our Kr341 measurement and is described in detail in R
@23#. For each data set, we analyzed sum-energy spectra
responding to 200-eV wide cuts on energy in detectorA or
detectorB ~see Figs. 6 and 7!. We fit the sum-energy peak
in these spectra to determine the two-photon intensity a
function of energy. Figure 8 shows typical results. We to
advantage of the symmetry of the spectral distributions ab
the midpoints to improve the statistical accuracy, combin
the results from detectorsA andB for the lower half of the
distribution. The data were compared with the results of
Monte Carlo simulation and satisfactory agreement with
theoretical calculations was obtained although, as in our
lier Kr341 measurement, there were large uncertainties in
Monte Carlo results.

To improve our results for He-like nickel, we used th
data for hydrogenlike nickel together with the well-know
theory for one-electron ions to provide a mapping functi

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 6 but with Ni261 incident on target.
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PRA 59 249MEASUREMENT OF THE TWO-PHOTON . . .
used to deconvolve the spectral shape. The measured en
spectrumN(E) is related to the underlying spectral sha
S( f ) by a convolution integral

N~E!5E
0

1

G~E, f «!S~ f !d f , ~3!

wheref is the fraction of the transition energy («) carried by
the photon in the frame of the atom andE is the response o
the detector system to that photon. The convolution funct
G(E, f «) has previously been evaluated by a Monte Ca
procedure. In this measurement we have taken advantag
the fact that the functionG, as determined by simulation, i
approximately symmetric inf « and sufficiently narrow in
comparison to our histogram bins~200 eV! that it can be
approximated by

G8~E!5G~E, f «!d~E2 f «! ~4!

and hence

N~E!.G8~E!S~E/«!. ~5!

The accuracy of this method was tested through Monte C
simulation and it was demonstrated that the spectral sh
deconvolved by this procedure agreed over the entire ra
with the input distribution to<1%.

Two different methods were used to determine the m
ping functionG8(E) from the H-like data. In the first metho

FIG. 8. Raw two-photon continuum distributions for Ni281 ions
incident on the target~upper graph! and for Ni261 ions on target
~lower graph!. Solid lines are the result of Monte Carlo simulatio
for H-like and He-like ions.
rgy
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G8(E) was simply defined as the ratio of the H-like expe
mental intensity toS(E/«) using Drake’s spectral shape fo
H-like Ni.

The second method takes into account that, as a resu
small differences in the lifetimes of the H- and He-lik
states, the mapping function for H-like nickelGH8 (E) is
slightly different from the mapping function for He-like
nickelGHe8 (E). The functionGH8 (E) is obtained as in method
I. To obtainGHe8 (E), the Monte Carlo simulation was run fo
H-like ions and He-like ions but assuming a uniform dist
bution of photons fromE50 to E5E0 . This gives Monte
Carlo generated mapping functionsGH8

MC(E) andGHe8MC(E).
Then by comparing the Monte Carlo generated mapping f
tion GH8

MC(E) with the method I mapping functionGH8 (E)
for H-like nickel, we determine an energy-dependent corr
tion to the simulatedGH8

MC(E). We then apply the same
correction toGHe8MC(E) to obtainGHe8 (E).

The deconvoluted distributions were input to the simu
tion and the resulting spectra compared to the data~see Fig.
8! to verify the quality of the deconvolution procedure. Th
spectral shapes produced by these two methods were in
cellent agreement. We have adopted the latter method fo
results presented here.

The determination of the mapping functionGHe8 (E) en-
abled us to obtain a model-independent determination of
underlying shape of the two-photon distribution in He-lik
nickel. The results are shown in Fig. 9, which is a plot of t
He-like spectral distribution vs the photon energy~f! in units
of the transition energy. These data have been normalize
dividing by f (12 f ), representing the productv1v2 of the
two photon energies, so they are proportional to the squar
the second-order matrix elementM2g up to a multiplicative
constant@see Eq.~1!#. Again, we exploit the symmetry o
these curves about the midpoint of the distribution and sh

FIG. 9. Rate for two-photon decay as a function of the pho
energy~in units of the fraction of the transition energy!. The data
for He-like nickel are compared with Drake’s~dashed curve! and
Derevianko and Johnson’s~solid line! calculations. Also shown are
Derevianko and Johnson’s predictions forZ52 ~dotted line!, and
Z579 ~dot-dashed line!. All data are normalized to the area und
the last four data points. The data and theory have been divide
a factor f (12 f ).
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250 PRA 59H. W. SCHÄFFERet al.
only the low-energy half combining data for detectorsA and
B. The data are given by the solid dots with error bars. T
solid line is the theoretical distribution of Derevianko a
Johnson@16# and the dashed line is the nonrelativistic res
of Drake@14,15#. The dot-dashed line is the relativistic resu
for Au (Z579) and the dotted line is the same for HeZ
52).

The most interesting feature of the theoretical curves
the qualitative difference between the shape for He-l
nickel, which has a prominent peak at low energy, and t
for He-like Au, which is flatter. The data clearly follow th
expected shape for intermediateZ, confirming both the rela-
tivistic calculations of Derevianko and Johnson@16# and
Drake’s nonrelativistic calculations@14,15# for nickel. At the
lowest energy for which we have data the experimental cu
differs from the calculation for He-like Au by ten standa
deviations. More importantly, the data show the expec
qualitative shape with a significant rise towards low ener

The results given in Fig. 9, which are based on comp
son between spectra from H-like and He-like nickel, are
marked improvement over our previous measurement of
shape of the continuum radiation from the 21S0 state in He-
like Kr. They demonstrate that measurements of two-pho
continua provide a viable means for testing theoretical c
culations of two-photon transition probabilities. For futu
work, it is desirable to obtain sensitivity to the relativist
s.
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corrections at intermediateZ. The form of the theoretica
curves in Fig. 9 suggests that the best approach is to ex
the data to lower energy where the relativistic effects
larger. In order to do this we need to improve the coin
dence detection efficiency at low energy and this is a n
trivial challenge. Sensitivity below 1 keV could be improve
by using windowless Si~Li ! detectors, but the more difficul
problem is the poor time resolution at low energy.

Another approach to testing relativistic corrections to H
like two-photon decay is to compare our nickel results with
measurement of the spectral shape of two-photon deca
high Z such as in He-like gold (Z579) where the relativistic
corrections are more important. As indicated in Fig. 9, t
shape of the two-photon distribution in Au is qualitative
different from the shape for He-like nickel and our data a
sensitive to this difference.
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